Evolved Topology Generalized Multi-layer Perceptron (GMLP) for Anatomical Joint Constraint Modelling
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Abstract—The accurate simulation of anatomical joint models is becoming increasingly important for both medical diagnosis and realistic animation applications. Quaternion algebra has been increasingly applied to model rotations providing a compact representation while avoiding singularities. We propose the use of Artificial Neural Networks to accurately simulate joint constraints based on recorded data. This paper describes the application of Genetic Algorithm approaches to neural network training in order to model corrective piece-wise linear / discontinuous functions required to maintain valid joint configurations. The results show that Artificial Neural Networks are capable of modeling constraints on the rotation of and around a virtual limb.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Joint systems are important constituents of anatomical models, they are used in simulation to retain anatomically correct movement and ensure limbs do not separate or intersect. Current techniques are limited by their underlying representation or their abstraction of the joint function. Demand is increasing for anatomically correct joints for applications in animation and medicine [1, 2]. However in current applications increasing accuracy incurs additional complexity and therefore computational cost [3-5].

Dynamics solutions can be used to produce realistic behavior based on input, contact and constraint forces [6]. Depending on the complexity of the simulation, the outcome of dynamics-based behavior can be difficult to predict. Inverse-Kinematics (IK) based approaches however allow the precise placement of end effectors as constraints [3]. IK solvers attempt to resolve constraints within a constraint system, a problem compounded by the existence of zero or more solutions [3].

Kinematics based solvers can be classified as analytical, often resorting to reduced coordinate formalisms, or numerical methods, using iterative approaches to solve a system of constraints. An important aspect of this is how the constraint of joints is represented. This work a phenomenological [7] joints (whose behavior can be modeled without reference to the underlying joint anatomy).

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are used to implicitly model the boundary between valid and invalid orientations by modeling a vector field in quaternion space. From the training data given, the network learns discontinuous corrective functions which model the behavior of the joint and ensure the joint configuration remains valid during movement. Using evolutionary techniques based on genetic algorithms, the topology of the network is configured dynamically to approximate the piece-wise linear properties inherent in discontinuous functions [8].

In previous research evolved GMLP neural networks have been applied to constraints on the orientation of the limb (or swing [9]) with regular (circular) [10, 11] and irregular [11, 12] bounded constraint regions. This paper focuses on the extension of these techniques to rotation around the limb (or twist [9]).

II. RELATED WORK

Primitive joint constraints have been parameterized using Euler angles [13-15]. However inter-dimensional dependencies are not represented [16] and singularities or “Gimbal Lock” are encountered [17]. Inter-dimensional dependencies between Euler angle components can be expressed using equations [18], that can provide mathematical descriptions of rotational constraint boundaries. Here geometric functions are fitted to a given dataset, examples include spherical [19] and conical polygons [1, 20].

Approaches such as special orthogonal matrices have been used to overcome the problem of singularities [2, 21]. More recent research has focused on the use of unit quaternions to model orientations and joint constraints. Unit quaternion algebra allows rotational models to be represented without the presence of Gimbal Lock [17].

Quaternions are an extension of complex numbers, composed of one real and three imaginary components where \( q = s, i, j, k \). Multiplying complex numbers results in rotation in the complex plane, giving rise to the complex identity \( i^2 = j^2 = k^2 = -1 \). This is extended in a subset of quaternion space, where all quaternions are of unit length, to \( i^2 + j^2 + k^2 = -1 \). Unit quaternions occupy a three dimensional surface (a
hy-


hyper-sphere) in four dimensional space and can be used to represent rotations. This representation is redundant as the unit quaternions represent $4\pi$ rotations, hence quaternions at polar opposites ($q$ and $-q$) represent the same rotation [22] i.e. they are antipodal.

Lee [23] decomposes a single unit quaternion into two unit quaternions each representing rotation in a single plane (effectively swing and twist for conic and axial constraints). Lee defines conic, axial and revolute constraints, more complex constraints can be modeled with a union of these basic types. Interrogation of these constraints (to ascertain the validity of a joint configuration,) is presented, but no method of calculating a correction to the nearest valid orientation is defined. Liu and Prakash [24] build on Lee’s work. Using a sampled boundary they created a function to constrain the decomposed quaternion that can be used for both constraint validation and clamping to the boundary.

In the quaternion iso-surface approach of Herda, Urtasun, Fua and Hanson [25] limb rotations were recorded and represented in quaternion space. A set of four-dimensional unit quaternions describing the valid joint orientations are projected to a cloud of points in three-dimensions. This reduction in dimensionality overcomes the problem of ambiguity in quaternion space ($q$ and $-q$ representing the same orientation). The initial approach [25] made use of spherical primitives to create an implicit surfaces but was limited by sparse data in difficult to sample (uncomfortable) areas. In the later approach [26] the point cloud is voxelized and the density of each voxel calculated, the voxels are subdivided until their density falls below some threshold. Each voxel is populated with a primitive and an iso-surface is then fitted to the primitives defining a boundary between valid and invalid orientations. An iterative approach can then be employed to resolve invalid joint configurations.

Johnson [27] reduced the dimensionality of the quaternion by projecting one half of the unit quaternion hyper-sphere onto a three-dimensional tangent space. A set of quaternions expressing valid joint and pose constraints are generated and constraints implemented based on a maximum deviation from their mean. Corrections are implemented by recursively moving an invalid point closer to the mean and the corrected point is then mapped back into unit quaternion space.

Evolved topology GMLP Neural Networks have been evolved and trained to provide a suitable unit quaternion based correction for a given orientation with zero correction for valid points [10, 11]. Unlike the approaches of the other authors [23-26, 28] this approach does not require pre-processing of the subject quaternion. Due to inaccuracy in the neural network some correction of valid orientations takes place. Research has shown that an SVM classifier can be used to separate valid orientations from those requiring correction [29]. Recent research [30] has looked employ unsupervised learning more applicable to use with recorded actor or patient specific data (such as that gathered by Herda, Urtasun and Fua [26]).

Artificial neural networks are inspired by the structure of the human brain. Like biological neural networks they are composed of neurons which are linked together to form complex networks. However, they are significantly different in terms of complexity and the way nodes in the network communicate. There are many types of network architecture, from auto-associative memories such as the Hopfield network to unsupervised networks such as Kohonen’s SOM [31].

Amongst the most popular types of architecture are feed-forward networks such as the Multi-layer Perception. These are trained to give certain outputs in response to given inputs by repeatedly adjusting the strengths of the interconnections between neurons within the network. Typically, neural networks use an optimization process to learn the best boundary to delineate regions within a multi-dimensional feature space. Recent developments have introduced the use of genetic algorithms to find the optimum network configuration and topology for a given network [32-36]. Huber, Mayer and Schwaiger [32] attempted to solve this problem by means of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) which search for a problem-adapted neural network topology. EA are used to evolve the topology while traditional a traditional supervised training is used on each of the networks in the evolved population.

In terms of modeling the rotation of a virtual limb current approaches using evolved GMLP, are capable of implicitly modeling constrained regions with regular boundaries [23, 28] and irregular boundaries [24-26] between valid and invalid limb orientations (relative to an attachment point). This work builds on these approaches to include constraints on the rotation around a virtual limb.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 3 provides a description of our methodology with reference to the techniques employed. Section 4 reports the results of the experiments undertaken these are discussed in Section 5. Finally Section 6 draws conclusions from this work and highlights areas for future investigation.

III. METHODOLOGY

This paper describes the application of genetic algorithm approaches to neural network training in order to model piece-wise linear / discontinuous functions that approximate the behavior of anatomically correct joint constraints. The behavior of the joint constraint is modeled as a vector field in $\mathbb{R}^4$ that maps invalid rotations to the nearest valid rotation, as illustrated in Fig 1.
A GMLP neural network was topologically evolved and trained to model joint behavior, approximating a vector field in unit quaternion space. Each point in the feature space represents the orientation of a given joint model. For each point, an appropriate correction must be modeled to map a given joint configuration to the nearest valid joint configuration. So for valid orientations, there is no correction, while for invalid orientations, a unit quaternion correction is stored to move the rotation to the nearest valid orientation. Discontinuities arise at the joint constraint boundary where the valid and invalid joint configurations meet, and opposite the constrained region. Here similar invalid orientations are corrected to diametrically opposite constrained region.

The NetJEN system used in our work is a Java based implementation of NetGEN [32] developed for research purposes at the University of Salzburg. NetJEN boasts several impressive features and provides an implementation of Huber et al’s [32] work in topology evolution. This hybrid system makes use of genetic algorithms and the resilient back-propagation learning algorithm. The following brief outline is based on published work [32-40].

The ANNs underlying structure is encoded such that GA techniques can be applied. A Direct Encoding method is used to convert between the phenotype (neural networks) and genotype (its genetic representation) minimizing the decoding effort. The system comprises of a Simple Genetic Algorithm (or SGA, an implementation of Smith et al [41]), the Genotype Phenotype Mapping (described above) and the Neural Network Manager (NNM). The NNM used is BOONE, developed by August Mayer at the University of Salzburg. The SGA generates blueprints for a random population of ANNs which are validated and passed to the NNM where they are constructed and trained using Resilient Back-propagation [42]. The SGA then assigns fitness values to each network using a fitness function. The fitness function is a combination of the network performance and network size.

Binary Tournament Selection is used to select the best networks of the population to breed, n individuals (typically two) are selected and the individual with the highest fitness is placed in the breeding pool. The selection is weighted, the higher an individual’s fitness the more likely it is to be chosen [43]. An new generation of individuals is created through crossover and mutation of the fittest individuals selected from the last generation. This completes the evolutionary cycle that continues for a specified number of generations. It should be noted that the fittest individuals of the last generation will appear in the breeding pool more than once and inbreed generating identical offspring in the new generation [43]. This ensures that the best genetic patterns are passed on to the next generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regularization function</td>
<td>Secondary fitness function.</td>
<td>Number of links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Nodes</td>
<td>Maximum no. of hidden nodes.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Generations</td>
<td>No. of generations over which the ANN were evolved.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Size</td>
<td>Size of the populations evolved.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness Function</td>
<td>Primary fitness function.</td>
<td>Inverse SSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularization Weight</td>
<td>Controls the effect network size on the fitness function.</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolve number of Links</td>
<td>Networks are pruned down from fully connected networks.</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolve number of Hidden Nodes</td>
<td>Evolves the no. of hidden nodes.</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolve number of epochs</td>
<td>Evolves the no. of training epochs</td>
<td>On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>Learning rate used when training the ANN.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping Error</td>
<td>MSE at which the ANN are stopped.</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Function</td>
<td>Training function used to train the weights of the ANN.</td>
<td>Resilient back-propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Epochs</td>
<td>Maximum number of training epochs</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In each experiment the network was configured as follows. The input layer represents the current virtual limb orientation (as a unit quaternion), while the output layer represents the required correction to a valid orientation (also as a unit quaternion). The number of hidden nodes and connection topology are randomized and then evolved during the learning process using Generic Algorithms. The weights of the interconnections are randomized and updated using the back-propagation algorithm. The evolution and training parameters were set as shown in TABLE I.

Through experimentation, it was determined neural networks with sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layer and linear activation functions in the output layer produced good results. This distribution of activation functions was used throughout these experiments a similar distribution were employed for vector field approximation by Grzeszczuk et al. [44], linear output layers have also been used with bi-polar sigmoid hidden layers [45, 46].

The number of generations, training epochs and hidden nodes were restricted to reduce training times. Each experiment was repeated five times to ensure the consistency of the results. The regularization weight was chosen based on publications by the systems authors [36], as was the learning rate [33], the stopping MSE for the networks was identified through experimentation. The size of the population, number of generations and the number of training patterns were suggested by a co-author of the NeuJEN system Dr. Helmut Mayer in private correspondence. The evolution and training parameters were configured as shown in TABLE I.

Three datasets were prepared for each of the experiments; a training set, used to train each generation of ANN, a validation set, used to assess the fitness of the ANN for genetic selection and a test set which provided an unseen set of data on which to test the ANN.

IV. RESULTS

Neural networks were successfully evolved and trained to model discontinuous vector fields in unit quaternion space representing both regular (spherical) constraints on the orientation of a virtual limb and constraints on the permitted rotation around the virtual limb. This is reflected both by the low Mean Squared Error (MSE) values (shown in Fig 2) and the structure of the neural networks.

Two experiments were undertaken, in the first the rotation around the limb (twist) was maintained at 20° while the rotation of the limb (swing) was varied. In the second the swing was maintained at 20° and the (twist varied). Fig 2 shows the average MSE both experiments. Also shown for comparison are the results for constraint on the rotation of the limb with no rotation around the limb (twist) previously published by the author [11, 12].

The results show an increase in the swing constraint (with constant twist,) results in an increase MSE. An increase in the twist constraint (with constant swing) also results in an increase in an increase in MSE. There is a significant increase in error over the earlier experiment where twist was not considered. The evolution of the number of hidden nodes and limit on training epochs were limited to reduce training times (as indicated in TABLE I). The results show no clear relationship between the constraint range and the evolved network size or training epochs. However considering the average over all ranges (as shown in TABLE II) shows an increase in neural network complexity (number of hidden nodes) and required training (number of training epochs) with the introduction of twist.

V. DISCUSSION

The results indicate that the introduction of a secondary constraint on the rotation around the limb has a detrimental effect on the performance of the neural network. This can be attributed to an increase in the complexity of the discontinuous vector field that the neural network is required to learn. This is supported by the increase the complexity of the evolved network. Previous work concluded that increases in modeling accuracy in the modeling of constraints on the limbs orientation could be achieved by increasing the limits on network size, extending training and other factors [11, 12]. The networks produced are close to the maximums dictated by the evolution parameters, indicating that improvements may be possible.

### TABLE II PERFORMANCE, EVOLVED NETWORK SIZE AND REQUIRED TRAINING FOR CONSTRAINT MODELS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Averages Across Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>MSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing no twist</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing with constant twist</td>
<td>0.02883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist with constant swing</td>
<td>0.04216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. Graph showing the MSE for corrections to constraints on the rotation of the limb (swing) and the rotation around the limb (twist).](image-url)
The increases in MSE with constraint size for constraints on both the rotation of and around the limb are attributed to changes in the distribution of training patterns in unit quaternion space. As patterns are evenly distributed between the valid and invalid region larger constraints have fewer patterns to represent the more complex invalid region. Pattern distribution has previously been shown to be significant in modeling joint constraint boundaries using neural networks [11].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Previous research has shown evolved GMLP neural networks to be capable of modeling constraints on the orientation of a limb in unit quaternion space [11, 12]. The work presented here demonstrates that networks are capable of modeling constraints on both the rotation of the limb and around the limb. However due to increasing complexity the correction provided by the network is not as accurate.

The advantages of this approach is that constraints can be described and corrected with neural network models using quaternion representations directly, without resorting to reducing the dimensionality of (or otherwise pre-processing,) the quaternion as in Herda et al [25, 26], Lee [23] and Johnson [27]. Also unlike Lee [23] a method for correcting to a valid orientation is presented while avoiding the need for iterative methods as used by Herda et al [25, 26] and Johnson [27].

Future work will continue to address the neural network modeling of discontinuous vector fields in unit quaternion space for anatomical joint constraint. This will include the distribution of training patterns in quaternion space, both with respect to constraint range. Principally the performance of the neural networks on these more complex training sets will also be explored. This will include techniques used in previous work [10-12] and possibly the exploration of complex-valued neural networks. Which research indicates may provide advantages over real valued neural networks for quaternion based problems [47].

The results are encouraging and suggest that evolved GMLP neural networks are able to implicitly model constraints on the rotation of and around the limb with regular boundaries in unit quaternion space. They may prove as capable in modeling similar constraints with irregular boundaries and rotation around the limb while providing advantages over current approaches.
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